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Abstract— In this project the proposal concept is to utilize 

the energy while doing exercise on stationary cycle. 

Nowadays life is getting busy and hectic with less time to do 

exercise and facing many problems of health in remote areas 

power cut is a drastic issue. To enhance health with proper 

use of energy conversion we designed mechanism “Multi 

Functional Stationary Workout Bike”. We designed our 

project to use in effective way to convert mechanical energy 

into electrical energy for dynamo and the rotational energy 

for blender. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Workout is the basic need for the human being in this era as 

far as a survey conducted by a worlwide site shows that 88% 

of the workers having sitting job have been facing problem 

of obesity and many health issues. This issue can be 

supressed by doing proper workout or some cardio and next 

to it we uses lots of energy while doing pedalling which 

goes in vain.In India power cut is the major issue in cities as 

well as villages. Due to powercut major effect is seen on the 

life of students and many other people. This workout 

stationary bike is the design in which the energy while given 

to the pedal while pedalling used to blend the food items 

mainly shake drinks can be made which will be helpful post 

workout session without consumption of electrical energy 

which is quite deficient in the rural areas of India. On 

addition to it by using cycle dynamo the mechanical energy 

of the cycle is converted into electricity which can be used 

to charge mobile while doing workout and the energy can be 

also stored in the battery which then in case of powercut by 

using inverter can be used to ligth up the small bulb which 

will be beneficial during no electricity time. This system 

eyes on the health life of the people and mainly on the 

remote area people who may use blender for their buisness 

purpose also and for the students of these areas for 

lightening their life by themselves. Without consumption of 

any electricity it can generate or store elecctricity. 

II. PROPOSED BIKE SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 2.1: Proposed System 

In this compact design the pedalled powered energy on 

pedalling rotates the rim of the cycle. The waste energy 

during pedalling with the help of rubber gear rotates the 

blender blades and cycle dynamo converts the mechanical 

energy into electrical which charges the mobile. As it is 

having 2 slots 6v and 12v one can be used for mobile 

charging and the other can be usd for the battery cahrging 

purpose. 

 
Fig. 2.2: Fabrication of the bike 

III. DETAILS OF WORK 

1) It has been decided that the whole bike made 

considering the use of some electrical system under the 

guidance of respective subject’s specialized person. 

2) Search has been made for the need of efficient bike by 

finding problems faced by different charging units. 

3) It has been found that most of the bikes never use 

applied energy. 

4) Group has come up with the concept of of fabrication of 

compact design, less costly; no fuel needed stationary 

workout bike. 

5) The various types of bike blenders that are found are 

studied with respect to of their work and structure 

mechanism. 

IV. WORKING 

The multi-functional workout bike is basically designed to 

use the wasted energy while doing work out on the 

stationary bikes. In this as the pedalling is done through 

chain sprocket the power is supplied to the rim by which the 

rim is rotates the rotational power of the rim rotates the 

rubber gear which touches the tyre and rotates the blender 

blades again the rotatin rim is attached with the cycle 

dynamo with the help of of induced magnetism produces 

current of 6V and 12V respectively of which the former 

charges the mobile with help of voltage regulator and later 

one is used to charge the external batteries. The blades run 

about 2800rpm which blends any foodstuff which are mild 

in nature. 
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A. Flow Diagram of System 

The methodology used for whole process of the workout 

bike is given below, this gives us work carried out by 

system. It is the standard process of mechanism, in simple 

way.  

 
Fig. 4.1: Flow Diagram 

V. SYSTEM DESIGN 

Assortment comprises of use of logic guideline, important 

data, creative energy for the achievement of proper 

effectiveness with most economic. 

Plan work divided into 2 parts  

1) System Design   

2) B.Mechanical Design 

A. System design 

Frame work is for the parts concerns the physical limits and 

ergonomics, game plan of different frame work, work 

places, collab of man and machine and much more. 

B. Mechanical Design 

In mechanical design the components are listed down. 

the perspective of originator as the entire 

achievement of venture relies on upon the right plan 

examination of the issue numerous preparatory options are 

killed amid this stage. Creator ought to have sufficient 

learning about physical properties of material load stresses 

and disappointment. He ought to recognize all insides and 

outer powers following up on machine part. 

VI. ADVANTAGE 

 90% efficient.(more efficient than that of electric motor, 

stem turbine, gasoline engine.)  

 Climate friendly. 

 Best for healthy life.  

 Easy to manufacture.  

 Mood lifter.  

 Low cost, portability with compact design. 

VII. DISADVANTAGE 

 Due to friction of dynamo some sort of noise is 

produced.  

 Due to fluctuation in speed of wheel dynamo does not 

produce constant current so regulator required. 

 Rotational torque produced in the blender blade is not 

constant. 

VIII. APPLICATION 

 For doing exercises of cardio, strength gaining, weight 

loss , etc 

 For grinding, mixing, blending of spices, fruits juicer. 

 Very helpful in making protein shakes. Mobile and 

battery charging during cycling. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The Multi-Functional Workout Bike thus converts works on 

the principle of energy conversion. It comprises of frame 

blender, rim, paddle, saddle, chain sprocket, saddle, dynamo 

which are simple in mechanism and more efficient to build. 
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